Attractive and modern, the Clifton Club was
designed for men who are truly of their time,
for all occasions, professional and sporting.

Clifton - 10339
$3,100.00

Powered by a Swiss-made mechanical selfwinding movement with date function and
proven reliability (tested for shock resistance
to 550G, adjustments in three positions),
Baume &amp; Mercier’s Clifton Club is made
for the many men who want a multipurpose,
stylish sports watch.
&nbsp;
The eminently athletic Clifton Club boasts
a distinctive design that offers elegance,
sporting prowess, functionality and comfort
on the wrist. Hewn in very high-quality
stainless steel (316L), the case has a round
opening and a well-balanced diameter of 42
mm, to suit all wrist sizes. With a thickness of
10.3 mm, the watch can be slipped discreetly
under a shirt cuff or worn conveniently while
practicing a sport.
&nbsp;
Continuing the line of traditional shapes
in the Clifton collection, which draws its
aesthetic inspiration from the great watches
of history, the horn-to-horn bevel that runs
around the case echoes the elaborate curves
of the watch, a classic Clifton signature
detail. In the same vein, the integrated crown
cover fits perfectly with the sporty, refined
shape of this timepiece. The color schemes
(black, white, blue) make the Clifton Club a
fully polyvalent watch. It can be worn at the
weekend and during the week, at the office
and on a bike, on work trips and during the
morning jog. Water-resistant to 100 meters,
designed to be ideally suited to watersports
and boating, the Clifton Club is the watch
you’ll never want to take off.
&nbsp;
The Clifton Club is available in five versions,
each equally elegant and sporty.
&nbsp;

Technical Description
FUNCTIONS
Functions:Date

MOVEMENT
Swiss Made
Movement Designation:Self-winding
Power Reserve:38 hour
Frequency:4 Hz / 28800 Vph

Number Of Rubies:26

CASE
Shape:Round
Diameter:42 mm
Thickness:10.3 mm
Material:Steel-ADLC
Finish:Polished/satin-finished
Type Of Crystal:Sapphire
Anti Reflective:Anti-glare one face
Anti Scratch
Back Opening:Closed

DIAL
Color/Finish:Black/Opaline
Hands:Rhodium-plated, Leaf, With
Superluminova®

BRACELET
Material:Vulcanized rubber

OTHERS
Water Resistance:10 ATM (approx. 100 m)

